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How would you like to go fishing with Mary-Ann from “Gilligan’s Island?” How would you like to learn
how to fish from one of the world’s best anglers? How would you like to travel to wonderful
international destinations to fish with the local people who know the place where you are fishing
intimately? If the answer is yes, then you are the audience for Dawn Wells REEL ADVENTURES. 

Dawn Wells REEL ADVENTURES is 13 - 30 minute episodes of the best fishing show
you have ever seen. Travel to Scotland, Mexico, The Queen Charlotte Islands off Canada’s rugged west
coast, ten thousand feet up in the Grand Teton Mountains of Wyoming, on the gentle rivers of Idaho and
to the wild and untamed majesty of Iceland. A guided tour of some of the most magical and romantic
parts of the world, places that most of us will ever only enjoy from the comfort of our armchair. And
with one of the most popular women in the world, DAWN WELLS.

The personable and beautiful DAWN WELLS hasn’t changed much since her days stranded on an island
with a bunch of kooky castaways. She has the inquiring mind; the amateur who is looking to
professional fly fisher KATHY RUDDICK to guide her and teach her in the mysteries and practise of
fishing. Together they form a sparkling and dynamic team on screen. Dawn asks the questions and
Kathy teaches. Then Dawn takes us with her into kitchens of the countries we visit as she explores
cooking fish from masters of their craft. Great recipes prepared by world-class chefs. Mmmm! Dawn
Wells REEL ADVENTURES tells you how to get to the destinations that Dawn and Kathy are enjoying and
shows you what to expect when you arrive. And this show presents you with some of the most
spectacular scenes you have ever seen on television; gray whales feeding on the surface with their huge
mouths opening not ten yards from Dawn and Kathy’s outstretched arms, a near-hurricane in the hills of
Scotland, the beauty and majesty of Iceland’s most famous valley where the continental plates of North
America and Europe meet, a killer whale and her calf frolicking in the warm waters of the Pacific off the
coast of Mexico. Great fish and great times!

Remember this simple fact; women fish. In ever increasing numbers. In fact the United States of
America has eighteen million registered female anglers. Statistics tells us that women who fish tend to
be in the higher income levels and, just like their male counterparts, when they are not fishing they
love nothing better than to dream about fishing. Dawn Wells REEL ADVENTURES is the stuff fishing
dreams are made on.

And ultimately this show is about fishing. And this is a fishing show like you’ve never seen before.
Shot by award-winning Director of Photography Bruce Clark, this show is a visual treasure of
beautiful places and beautiful things. Kathy Ruddick is a highly experienced teacher of fishing
and fly casting techniques. Every episode contains tips and instruction on how to improve your
fishing ability as well as general tips on where to fish, when to fish, and specific tips on fishing
in the country highlighted on that particular show.

Dawn Wells REEL ADVENTURES is a sumptuous feast for the armchair traveller in all of us.
Anglers, both female and male, will enjoy the tips and the spectacular fishing footage.
Everyone will enjoy the travel and unparalleled beauty of the places Dawn and Kathy visit.
This is a wonderful and compelling show totally unlike any other show of its genre.


